
NETFLIX IS EXTREME ABOUT
PUSHING WOKE SOCIAL
PROPAGANDA

wokeflix

 

Netflix, like Google, Facebook and Linkedin, is mainly
staffed and financed by homosexuals. They have an
extreme need to push certain agenda issues.

 



Is anyone else tired of Netflix shows trying to …

Is anyone else tired of Netflix shows trying to be woke?
DISCUSSION. The show has a lot of potential. Apocalypse theme
shows/games really grab me. But seriously, all the PC bullshit they
try to bring into the shows make it so cringe at moments. Why do
they have to make it seem they are trying to spread a message in
every show? The over the top ...
 

Sehttps://www.reddit.com/r/DaybreakNetflix/comments/dw03i…
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Nolte: Left-wing Netflix Lost 130,000 Americ…

Jul 18, 2019So much Netflix programming is "woke" and
therefore no fun whatsoever — it's just pious and scolding as
opposed to entertaining. And there's way too much gay sex, which
makes me extremely uncomfortable. I am now done watching two
men get romantic. I just won't watch it anymore. I shut it off.

Sehttps://www.breitbart.com/entertainment/2019/07/18/netflix…
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Netflix calls for ban on 'chick flicks,' Twitter c…

Apr 16, 2019If Netflix really cares about being "woke," maybe it
should stop tweeting PC inanities and just commission and
promote more diverse projects for diverse audiences.

Sehttps://nypost.com/2019/04/16/netflixs-new-chick-flick-ban-…
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Netflix is the next big company showing off it…

So will the company attempt to pressure those governments as
well or is this another case where woke politics stops at the
border? The fact that Netflix's Sarandos isn't interested in answer
questions about it suggests to me he is probably watching the
meltdown at the NBA and Blizzard Entertainment and has decided
not to volunteer for the ...

Sehttps://hotair.com/archives/john-s-2/2019/10/16/will-netflix-…
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3 Reasons Why I Quit Netflix For Good (and…

The water cooler chats at work are so dull as the only thing people
seem to be able to talk about is the latest Netflix show and I don't
have much to contribute either and don't want to peer pressured
into Netflix just so I can improve my range of small talk topics.

Sehttps://blog.rapidweblaunch.com/why-should-cancel-netflix…
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Netflix is Losing Subscribers in the US: The …

A summary review of Netflix content reveals an obvious fact:
There is only one opinion and viewpoint allowed on Netflix.
Everything is subjected to the extremely rigid, suffocating and
oppressive rule of political correctness, "woke" activism and
radical social engineering that is promoted by the occult elite.

Sehttps://vigilantcitizen.com/latestnews/netflix-is-losing-subsc…
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Netflix's "woke" views are getting tiresome : …

Netflix's "woke" views are getting tiresome I'm starting to find a
lot of Netflix original shows are trying too hard to be "woke" and
progressive. I find it insincere, sometimes harmful to message
they're trying to portray and most of time, poorly written.

Sehttps://www.reddit.com/r/unpopularopinion/comments/etjvx…
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Forget the BBC - it's Netflix and Amazon tha…

Yes, change at the BBC can seem maddeningly slow, because
it is. The only way to hasten it is to threaten the licence fee, which
one suspects is why precisely that is happening now. Ultimately,
however, the threat is an empty one, as are the threats to
substitute Auntie with Netflix or any other streaming service.

Sehttps://life.spectator.co.uk/articles/forget-the-bbc-its-netflix-…
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